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For the next two questions, consider the following set template class, from project 2:

```cpp
template <class elem> class SetT {
    private:
        string name;
        int size;
        elem* elements; //dynamic array of set elems
    public:
        SetT();
        SetT(const elem& e);
        SetT(const SetT<elem>& src);
        bool operator==(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        bool operator!=(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        bool operator<=(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        bool operator< (const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        bool operator>=(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        bool operator> (const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        SetT<elem> operator||(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        SetT<elem> operator&&(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const;
        int operator+() const;
        SetT<elem>& operator=(const SetT<elem>& RHS);
        SetT<elem>& operator=(const string& sname);
        operator string();
        ~SetT();
    // friend operators:
    friend ostream& operator<<(ostream& Out, const SetT<elem>& toPrint);
    friend bool operator&&(elem LHS, const SetT<elem>& RHS);
};
#include "Set.cpp"
```

1. [5 points] Assuming all of the member functions of the template class `SetT` have been implemented correctly, circle any of the following statements that would not compile.

```cpp
SetT<float> fSet1(1.0F), fSet2(2.0F), fSet3(3.0F), fSet4, fSet5;

fSet1 = fSet1 + -1.0F;

fSet3 = (fSet2 + -2.0F + -3.0F);

int s = +(fSet4 && fSet3 || fSet2);

fSet5 = +fSet3 + fSet2 + (-5.0F);
```

Returns cardinality (int)

Error: there is no friend function that overloads the ‘+’ operator, (and thus there is no (int) + SetT<elem> operator overload.)
2. [5 points] Assume that a set of strings is instantiated:

    SetT<string> strSet("");

Is the relationship between SetT and string an association, aggregation or inheritance? Very briefly justify your answer.

Aggregation. The string objects contained in the set are created and destroyed by the set code. The string objects in the set are only accessible through the set interface. The string objects related to the set do not have an existence that is independent of the set.

3. [15 points] The difference of two sets, (A – B), is defined as the set containing all of the elements in the first set, A, that are not present in the second set, B. Assume that all of the other SetT member functions have been implemented. Give the code to overload the C++ subtraction operator to implement the set difference operation. (Note: The underlying dynamic array of elements must be used for the set storage.)

```cpp
//difference

template <class elem>
SetT<elem> SetT<elem>:: operator-(const SetT<elem>& RHS) const {
    SetT<elem> diffSet;
    for (int i = 0; (i < size); i++)
        if ( !(elems[i] && RHS) )
            diffSet + elems.at[i];
    return( diffSet );
} //operator-
```
5. [10 points] In addition to overloading the C++ subtraction operator to implement the set difference operation, for a more robust set type the subtraction operator should also be overloaded to perform element deletion, (i.e. removal of an element from a set). Give the function prototype, (and only the prototype – not the implementation), to overload the C++ subtraction operator to represent set element deletion. Give a second prototype to make the operator for element deletion commutative.

```
SetT<elem>& operator-(const elem& RHS);
friend SetT<elem>& operator-(const elem& LHS, SetT<elem>& RHS);
```

Consider the following classes:

```cpp
class Oper {
    private:
    int Op;
    public:
    Oper(int V = 5) {Op = V;}
    int  getOp() const {return Op;}
    Oper& setOp(int R) {Op = R; return *this;}
};
class Sum {
    private:
    Oper LHS, RHS;
    int     S;
    public:
    Sum() {S = LHS.getOp() + RHS.getOp();}
    Oper& Lop() {return LHS;}
    Oper& Rop() {return RHS;}
    Oper Exec() {return Oper(LHS.getOp() + RHS.getOp());}
};
```

5. [5 points] Consider the declaration:

```
Sum T;
```

Is it possible to say what value \( T.S \) will have? If yes, briefly explain what that value is and why. If no, briefly explain why not.

Yes, \( T.S = 10 \), the default constructor `Oper()` executes upon both of the aggregated `Oper` objects, (LHS & RHS), before the default `Sum` constructor body executes assigning them both the value of 5. Then the default `Sum` constructor sets \( S \) to the sum of `LHS + RHS`.

6. [10 points] Given the following code segment to execute:

```
Sum  add;      //Line: 0
Oper op1(-1), op2(-2), ope;   //Line: 1
add.Lop() = op2;     //Line: 2
op1 = add.Rop();     //Line: 3
ope = add.Exec().setOp(0);   //Line: 4
cout << op1.getOp() << endl;   //Line: 5
cout << add.Exec().getOp() << endl;  //Line: 6
cout << ope.getOp() << endl;   //Line: 7
```

What is output by the above code? (If the code will not compile or will produce an execution error, indicate which and briefly explain why.)

```
Execution trace: Objects: add
Line:    LHS     RHS    S   op1   op2     ope
0        5       5      10  
1        -1      -2  5
2        5       5
3        5       5
4 (add.Exec returns a value Oper copy, setOp sets Op value = 0, returning a reference to the Oper object copy which is assigned to ope).
5 outputs op1
6 adds LHS & RHS & outputs
7 outputs ope
```

output 5 3 0
For the next 6 questions, consider the following classes:

```cpp
class P {
private:
    int A, B;
public:
    P(int a = 0, int b = 0) {A = a; B = b;}
    int getA() const {return A;}
    int getB() const {return B;}
    void setAB(int a = 0, int b = 0) {A = a; B = b;}
};
class Q {
private:
    P C;
    int D;
public:
    Q(P c = P(-1, -1), int d = -2) {C = c; D = d;}
    Q& setC(P c) {C = c; return *this;}
    Q& setD(int d) {D = d; return *this;}
    P getC() const {return C;}
    int getD() const {return D;}
    int Tot() const {return (D + C.getA() + C.getB());}
};
class R : public Q {
private:
    int E;
public:
    R(int e) {E = e;}
    R(Q q, int e) : Q(q) {E = e;}
    R& setE(int e) {E = e;}
    int getE() const {return E;}
    int Xprod() const {
        return (E * getD() * getC().getA() * getC().getB());
    }
    int Avg() const {
        return (E + getD() + getC().getA() + getC().getB()) / 4;
    }
};
```

Given the following declaration:

```cpp
R r(Q(P(-3,-3),-3), -3);
```

7. [6 points] Can one make the following member invocation, (very briefly explain)?

```cpp
int i = r.Tot();
```

Yes, by the public inheritance the public members of the base class, Q, become public members in the derived class, R.

8. [6 points] Can one make the following member invocation, (very briefly explain)?

```cpp
r.setAB(-7, -7);
```

No, class P is aggregated in Q not inherited.
For the next question, consider the following alternative implementation of $R::\text{Avg}()$, (replacing the current implementation in the class declaration):

```cpp
int Avg() const {
    return (E + Tot()) / 4;
}
```

Note: This question does not ask why the two implementations are equivalent.

9. [6 points] Briefly explain why this alternative implementation is valid or invalid.

Valid, Tot() is a public member function of the publicly inherited base class.

For the next 2 questions, consider the following alternative implementation of $R::\text{Xprod}()$, (replacing the current implementation in the class declaration):

```cpp
int Xprod() const {
    return (E * D * C.getA() * C.getB());
}
```

10. [6 points] Briefly explain why this alternative implementation is invalid.

The private members of an inherited base class remain private and cannot be accessed by the derived classes.

11. [6 points] Without eliminating inheritance, what change would make this alternative implementation valid, (and without changing the alternative implementation code itself)?

Change the private data members of class Q to be protected members, (or make them public members, but that would violate the encapsulation of the class).

12. [6 points] Give the output of the following code:

```cpp
R r2(-11);
cout << r2.getD() << r2.getC().getA() << r2.getC().getB() << endl;
```

-2 -1 -1

Execution trace:

R r2(-11) invokes the first constructor of R: R(int e) {E = e;}.
Before the body of the constructor executes the default constructor for the inherited Q class executes: (P c = P(-1, -1), int d = -2) {C = c; D = d;},
which initializes the Q slice. C is set equal to the anonymous constructed P(-1, -1) object and D is set to -2.
For the next two questions, consider the following function:

```cpp
bool test(bool b) throw(exception) {
    if (b) {
        throw exception(); // throw a standard exception object
        return ( !b );
    }
}
```

13. [8 points] Given that the runtime stack contains the following function activations records:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn3()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn2()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn1()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Briefly explain what happens to the program and function execution and objects if `b == true` when `test()` is invoked?

Test() goes out of scope, its activation record is popped off the runtime stack. If the Invocation to test() in fn3() is in a try/catch block the catch clauses are searched for a catch clause with a exception object parameter. If a catch clause parameter match occurs, the corresponding catch clause code is executed and execution continues after the last catch clause in the try block. If no catch clause parameter match occurs in fn3() then fn3() goes out of scope, its activation record is removed from the runtime stack, (and any local objects to fn3() go out of scope, firing their destructors). Then the invocation of fn3() in fn2() is checked for a try/catch block and if one surrounds the fn3() call the same catch clause parameter match search is performed. The catch clause parameter match search continues until it is successful or main() is removed from the runtime stack which abnormally terminates the program with an un-handled exception error.

14. [6 points] Assuming that `b == true` when `test()` is invoked, briefly explain when the return statement in `test()` will be executed?

Never. The code following a thrown exception does not automatically become returned to after the exception is handled.